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Information provided is for educational purposes and does not constitute financial product advice. You should
obtain independent advice from an Australian financial services licensee before making any financial decisions.
Although ASX Limited ABN 98 008 624 691 and its related bodies corporate (“ASX”) has made every effort to
ensure the accuracy of the information as at the date of publication, ASX does not give any warranty or
representation as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information. To the extent permitted by law,
ASX and its employees, officers and contractors shall not be liable for any loss or damage arising in any way
(including by way of negligence) from or in connection with any information provided or omitted or from any one
acting or refraining to act in reliance on this information.

© Copyright 2013 ASX Limited ABN 98 008 624 691. All rights reserved 2013.

All Ordinaries®, All Ords®, AllOrds®, ASX®, ASX100®, CHESS® are registered trademarks of ASX Operations Pty
Limited ABN 42 004 523 782 ("ASXO").
ASX20™, ASX50™, ASX200™, ASX300™ are trade marks of ASXO.
S&P™ is a trademark of Standard and Poor’s, a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies Inc.
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Topic 1: Buying and selling ETFs
How trading ETFs is similar to trading shares
The basic process for buying and selling ETFs is the same as trading shares. Orders are entered during ASX trading
hours via your broker and brokerage is payable.
Settlement of the trade takes place three business days after the transaction (T+3). For a purchase, legal ownership of
the ETF is transferred to you and for a sale, funds will deposited in your account.
You receive a confirmation note from your broker and a CHESS holding statement, just as you do when you trade
shares.

How trading ETFs is different from trading shares
Despite the similarities in the trading process, there are some additional considerations when you trade ETFs.
These considerations include the role of market makers, and the best time during market hours to trade ETFs.
Although you are able to trade ETFs from market open to market close, it is generally best to trade between 10.30am
and 3.30pm Sydney time.
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Why is it best to trade between 10.30am and 3.30pm Sydney time?
At other times, prices quoted by market makers may not always accurately reflect an ETF's NAV. The reasons for this
include:



The opening of trade for stocks on ASX is staggered in alphabetical order. Market makers are generally reluctant to
quote ETF prices until trading is underway in all stocks in the index.
Market makers typically hedge their exposure into the futures market. The hours of the futures market may not
always match ASX trading hours.

The market for the assets underlying the ETF may be closed, making an accurate calculation of NAV difficult
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Topic 2: Market makers
What are market makers?
Market makers are professional traders who
provide bids and offers you can trade with. They
may do this by quoting bids and offers in the
market. Or where there are no orders present in
the market for an ETF, they may respond to orders
entered by investors.
Outside of the most popular ETFs, where there are
likely to be other investors looking to buy and sell,
you are most likely to be trading with a market
maker.
An issuer who wants to issue a new ETF must
ensure that at least one market maker is making
markets in the ETF.
Market makers are also authorised participants
which means they have the right to redeem units
with the ETF issuer or have units created.
How does the market making process work?
Each day the ETF issuer publishes the composition of the basket of securities underlying the ETF, enabling market
makers to calculate the net asset value (NAV) of the ETF throughout the trading day.
This helps market makers to more accurately price the ETFs.
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They place a 'spread' around the NAV, resulting in:



a bid price, at which they will buy ETFs, and
an offer price, at which they will sell ETFs.

They then place these quotes on ASX for investors to trade with.
This spread will vary throughout the trading day.
The spread
The price at which market makers are prepared to buy (the bid) is lower than the price at which they are prepared to
sell (the offer).
The tighter the bid-offer spread, the better for investors.
Market makers have two motivations to keep the spread tight:



market makers' profits are generally proportional to the volume they trade - tighter spreads encourage more
trades, and
they may receive incentives from ASX in the form of fee rebates if they maintain spreads within specified
parameters.

Market makers provide liquidity
When you look up an ETF on your broker's website, it's possible you may see just one bid and one offer in the market.
This doesn't necessarily mean your ability to trade is restricted, it just means that you are most likely looking at a
quote from a market maker.
If the quote is 'hit', the market maker will typically replace it with another quote. Consequently you can have
confidence that there will be an order for you to trade with.
Even if you see no bids or offers, a market maker may respond to an order you place. To work out a price to place your
order at, a useful reference point is the ETF's NAV. The next topic explains where to find the NAV.
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Will I always be able to sell my ETFs?
In normal market conditions, the presence of market makers means you should have someone to trade with.
However, there are no guarantees. Market makers are not obligated to make markets at all times.
In times of extreme volatility, the ability of market makers to maintain a market may be put under stress. The
presence of suitable quotes in the market at such times cannot be assured.
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Topic 3: Price and other information
Where can I go for information about my ETF?
The market price of an ETF and its net asset the two main sources for information about your ETF are the ASX website
and the issuer's website.
The ASX website is a good place to start your broad based research. When you are ready to trade, the issuer’s website
has valuable ETF- specific details.
The ASX website contains useful information about your ETF, including:





market prices
market announcements
issuer contact details, and
distributions.

To access this information, you need to know the ETF's ASX code.
Where can I find the price of an ETF?
You can get the price of an ETF:



from your broker, or
by entering the ETF's ASX code into the ASX website price search function.

Prices on the ASX website are delayed by at least 20 minutes.
Issuer websites
An important source of information about your ETF is the issuer.
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Where can I find the NAV?
In Module 2 we discussed the importance of an ETF's Net Asset Value (NAV). NAV is an important reference point
before you enter your buy or sell order.
The NAV of most ETFs is published daily.
The issuer publishes the NAV on their website. An issuer may also publish the NAV via Market Announcements on the
ASX website.
Some ETFs provide an indicative NAV (iNAV) that is continually updated during the trading day.
If an iNAV is available, it can be found on your broker's website, by typing the letter 'Y' in front of the ASX code for the
ETF. For example, YSTW will return the iNAV for the ETF with the code STW.
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Topic 4: Distributions and tax
What income will I receive?
Most (though not all) ETFs pay regular distributions. These are paid either quarterly or
half-yearly.
A distribution may include:





dividends
franking credits (Australian focused ETFs)
interest, and
realised capital gains.

Let's look at these in more detail.

Dividends and interest
If the fund invests in shares will receive dividends or other income on
those shares in the ETF, and at the end of each distribution period
will pass through your portion, including any franking credits (only
for Australian focused ETFs).
The fund itself does not pay tax on these distributions. They are
assessable in your hands.
ETFs that invest in other assets, such as fixed interest, may pass
through interest payments or other types of distributions.

Realised capital gains
The fund may realise capital gains and losses during the year when it
sells the underlying assets.
Any net capital gain is passed on to ETF holders as part of your
distributions, and is assessable in your hands.
Capital gains you receive in this form are separate from any capital
gain or loss you make when you sell your ETFs.

Annual tax statement
At the end of the financial year, the ETF issuer, through its registry,
will send you a statement including details of the composition of the
taxable income you received during the year. You can use this in
preparing your tax return.
The taxation treatment of income, and of gains or losses on sale,
can vary according to an investor's circumstances. You should
consult your taxation adviser for advice that takes into account your
own financial circumstances.
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Distribution information
You can get information about the amount and timing of distributions from either the ETF issuer or the ASX website.
Enter the ETF's ASX code into the Search function (on the ASX website) to find out information about past and
upcoming distributions including:





payment amount
ex-distribution date
payment date, and
franking level.

ETF holders can log in to their account on the ETF registry's website for a record of distributions received.

Distribution reinvestment plans
Many ETFs have a distribution reinvestment
plan (DRP).
If you choose to participate in the DRP, you will
be issued with more units in the fund instead
of being paid in cash.
Your distributions are taxable, whether you
choose to take them in cash or reinvest them.
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International ETFs
Because the issuer is US-based, distributions on international ETFs are declared in US dollars. They are then converted
into Australian dollars before being paid to you.
US withholding tax is generally deducted from your distributions, however you are usually able to claim this amount as
an offset against your Australian tax.
Distributions and tax on international ETFs are covered in detail in Module 5.
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Topic 5: Transaction costs
Brokerage
You pay brokerage on the purchase or sale of ETFs, just as you do for ordinary shares.
Brokerage may be charged as a percentage of the transaction value, or as a fixed cost.
If you already have a broker you can place your ETF trades through them. (For help in looking for a broker, refer to
Find a broker.)
Management expenses
The ETF manager charges a fee to manage the fund. The fee is calculated as a percentage of the fund's net asset value
(NAV), and is often referred to as the Management Expense Ratio (MER).
The MER for some domestic ETFs is below 0.3% per annum, while for some international ETFs the MER is as low as
0.1%
You do not have to make a separate payment to the issuer. This is because the management fee is factored into the
NAV, so is reflected in the ETF's price.

Bid/offer spread
The spread is the difference between the highest price a buyer is willing to pay (the 'bid') and the lowest price a seller
is prepared to sell for (the 'offer', or 'ask').
You generally pay a little more to buy ETFs than you would receive for selling ETFs at any given time.
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The width of the spread can vary between different ETFs. For some heavily traded ETFs the offer may be only a couple
of cents higher than the bid, while for less liquid ETFs the spread may be wider.
The spread is not usually an important consideration for long-term investors in an ETF, but it may be of significance for
short-term traders.
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Summary



You can buy and sell ETFs on market during ASX trading hours through your stockbroker. The ideal trading time for
most ETFs is between 10:30am and 3:30pm Sydney time.
Useful sources of information about your ETF include:
‒
‒
‒
‒






Market makers are professional traders who provide bids and offers you can trade with.
These orders are based on the ETF's net asset value.
Most ETFs pay regular distributions.
A distribution may include:
‒
‒
‒
‒




the ASX website
the ETF issuer's website,
their registry website, and
your broker.

dividends
franking credits
interest, and
capital gains realised by the fund.

Distributions are generally taxable in the investor's hands.
Management fees for ETFs are generally low. No separate payment is required.
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